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The Elevator Test

The Beckwith formula starts with six basic questions:
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Through the years, marketers have invented ever-more
sophisticated ways to develop organizational position
statements. Lots of these methodologies work, and
you can spend big money with consultants on finely
crafted and focus-group-tested positioning statements.
At the same time, for nonprofits, the simpler approach
advocated by the marketing savant Harry Beckwith
may achieve much the same result at considerably
lower cost and effort.
I think of Beckwith whenever I find myself confronted
with a classic “elevator test” moment. You strike up a
conversation in an elevator, on the subway, in the line
at Starbucks and the question soon arises: What do
you do? The challenge is how to answer that question
in an interesting, compelling manner that invites further questions about your organization, but that does
not bog down in jargon or too much detail.
You don’t have much time — maybe two sentences at
most. So what do you include? What do you leave out?
What’s your answer to the elevator test?
Lest you think this exercise trivial, recall that everyone
on the staff of your nonprofit gets asked the “what
do you do?” question, in various forms, every day.
In that sense, everyone on staff is a marketer, albeit
rarely trained as such. Do you know how your staff is
responding? Do you have any confidence that everyone on the team — program staff, receptionists, board
members — shares a common sense of the organization’s brand position? Are they communicating a
consistent message?
Many nonprofit organizations fail this test. Happily,
Beckwith prescribes a very simple formula that nonprofits can adapt readily to their needs in developing
an elevator test that can double as a position statement.
(Note that the elevator test is not a mission statement,
nor should it read like one, but instead tries to distill
the essence of the organization into relevant, accessible
language for the particular person with whom you are
speaking.)
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who?
What’s your name?
what?
What kind of organization are you (scale and sector)?
for whom?
Whom do your programs serve?
what need?
What pressing social problem does your program
address?
what’s different?
What is distinctive about your program?
so what?
Why should they care?
String the answers to these questions together for a
nonprofit like Population Services International, a
$350 million organization working to improve health
in the developing world, and you get something that
looks like this:

PSI (Who?) is a global nonprofit (What?) that works
to improve the health (What need?) of the poor and
vulnerable in 60 developing nations around the world
(For whom?). Combating diseases like HIV/AIDS
and malaria that kill millions around the world (So
what?), PSI saves lives by using the power of the private
sector to distribute and market health products to the
neediest people. (What’s different?)
Three red flags about elevator tests. First, ruthlessly
eliminate jargon. Every sector has a specialized
language, but don’t use it in your elevator/positioning
speech. Second, avoid laundry lists of activities.
Nonprofits are wonderfully inclusive organizations,
with a great sense of fairness and equity between
their constituent parts, but this makes for disastrous
marketing. The entire point of an elevator speech
is to boil your enterprise into a message that is simple,
consistent, and most of all distinctive, so make
hard choices and focus on the things you do particularly well.
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Second, and perhaps most important, put some real
thought into answering the question: So what? It’s the
payoff piece of the speech, the call to action that makes
the programmatic work of a nonprofit relevant. And to
change policy and behavior, to raise money and build
a strong institution, most organizations simply must
find a way to make their mission relevant to a broader
constituency. Figuring out a compelling “so what?”
response is a good place to start.

the audience; not coincidentally, that’s why lots of
marketing pieces tend to start with the word “you.”
Looked at another way, marketing is a “pull” strategy
that meets the audience where it is, and then tries to
steer the audience to the desired action or behavior
through incentives or other inducements. Marketing,
it has been said, appeals to the heart.
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Third, try to make it “sticky.” Is what you have said
memorable? In their book, Made to Stick, Chip
and Dan Heath identify the common currency of
memorable ideas, a good story. And, specifically, they
note the importance of simple, true stories with concrete details, unexpected twists and emotion. Does
your elevator speech tell a story in a way that helps the
listener remember it?
For the leaders of nonprofits, the elevator test also can
serve as a shrewd diagnostic tool for determining differences within the management team. Have everyone
sit down and simultaneously craft an elevator speech —
give them no more than five minutes — and then have
people share the results. You will learn a lot about the
attitudes of your senior managers and how they are
portraying the organization to the outside world.

moral: Marketing is the only job shared by everyone
in the organization. An elevator speech makes sure
your people have a compelling story, they stick to it and
it sticks with their audience.

Marketing Isn’t Communications,
and Vice Versa
Nonprofits tend to use the terms marketing and communications interchangeably — another indication
of the overall lack of sophistication about these issues
inside the sector. But there are substantive differences
between the two, none more significant than their very
different points of departure.
Effective marketing generally starts from the point of
the view of the audience, or customer, and seeks to
anticipate and address their needs. It’s all about you,
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Communications, on the other hand, typically appeals
to the head. Representing the institutional perspective,
sentences in communications materials usually start
with the word “we” or else the organization’s name;
look at any nonprofit annual report for a case in point.
Communications also tend to be declarative, laying
out a statement of opinion, a detailed factual case,
or an institutional position, and then try to connect
those to the audience’s interests. These are classic push
strategies in action, with the organization pushing out
information (and misinformation!) about its activities
or agenda.
Best-practices nonprofits combine the best aspects of
both these approaches, and appeal to both the heart
and the head. Mothers Against Drunk Driving, one of
the most effective advocacy groups of modern times,
is famous for the powerful emotional appeal of its
advertising campaigns and legislative testimony, which
prominently feature the victims of drunk drivers.
But supplementing these classic marketing techniques,
MADD also deploys equally classic communications
strategies — position papers, voter’s guides, legislative
briefing books, and on-line advocacy, for example.
Together, this combination of disciplined marketing and focused, issue-oriented communications has
made MADD a political force in every statehouse and
on Capitol Hill. And it’s not just MADD. Effective
organizations of all stripes are taking advantage of both
sides of the coin to get the message out about their
issue, cultivate donors, and impress policymakers. Take
a look next time you go to the web site or get direct
mail from the National Rifle Association, the American Heart Association, or CARE. You’ll see a blend of
marketing and communications, things to pull you in
and also to push out. It’s not by accident.

moral: Don’t just communicate. Market.

